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Naughty or Nice

2004-10-05

with all the humor passion and soul his fans have come to expect new york times bestselling author eric jerome dickey has written a novel with enough spice to warm even the coldest
winter nights just in time for the holidays a very funny and engrossing novel laugh out loud humor booklist each of the mcbroom sisters has her own problems frankie the oldest is never
satisfied can anyone give her what she wants middle sister livvy saddled with a cheating husband has begun an affair of her own but her being wronged doesn t exactly make her sideline
lover mr right then there s baby tommie she was treated badly by a man she trusted can an older man show her what love is all about frankie livvy and tommie are there for one another
through all the drama and in the process they discover what family sisterhood and love are all about

Naughtier Than Nice

2016-11-01

new york times bestselling author eric jerome dickey revisits the scene of his sexy holiday romp naughty or nice as the mcbroom sisters romantic adventures make for a white hot
christmas the lives of frankie tommie and livvy mcbroom haven t turned out quite as planned frankie has a pair of stalkers and she calls upon driver an ex con to bail her out of a
potentially life threatening situation tommie and her long time love blue are now engaged but due to something her more mature fianc� has done the wedding is indefinitely on hold and
tommie has found herself captivated by to a younger man livvy is unable to overcome the psychological barrier caused by her husband tony s affair their rare relations are by her rules
and under certain conditions it has to be a m�nage � trois though as close as any sisters could be none wants the other two to know the dark secrets she is hiding and during this
season all of the mcbroom sisters are naughtier than nice

Friends and Lovers

1998-09-01

hailed as one of the most successful black authors of the last quarter century the new york times eric jerome dickey captures the humor and heartache of modern love in this sexy
soulful tale attraction can be instant so can the consequences just ask leonard debra tyrel and shelby four friends with so much in common they re good hearted loyal and vulnerable
to the complicated state of relations between men and women they re all searching for love or at least unqualified affection either way their lives are about to change a witty honest
portrait of the choices we make in the search for happy ever after friends and lovers chronicles the lives of four young black people through the joy laughter and pain of not so
everyday life

Drive Me Crazy

2004

former convict driver s efforts to right the wrongs in his life are compromised by an expensive secret and a past affair with his boss s troublesome wife
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Books

2001-01-01

the bestselling author is back putting a sexy twist on the modern love triangle in this deliciously hip follow up to liar s game abridged

Between Lovers

2012-04-17

new york times bestselling author eric jerome dickey once again pushes romance and deceit to the next level usa weekend in this tantalizing tale of a high profile marriage rocked by
scandal obsession and murder screenwriter james thicke is a man whose mysterious past runs as deep as his violent streak now he and his volatile movie star wife regina baptiste have
channeled their passions into an electrifying new project a film rumored to cross the boundaries of on screen sexuality but it s james s limits that are about to be tested by a
surreptitiously filmed video of his wife with her co star johnny bergs in the most comprising of situations within hours it goes viral regina claims she is innocent but the humiliation and
rage leave james with only one recourse an act of violence that sends him on the run and into hiding seething with bitter betrayal and a still consuming love for his troubled wife he
nurses a slow boiling desire for something more permanent revenge his need for vengeance takes james and regina on a headlong odyssey of obsession sexual impulse blackmail and murder
and getting back will be hell

An Accidental Affair

2003-12

ebony is the flagship magazine of johnson publishing founded in 1945 by john h johnson it still maintains the highest global circulation of any african american focused magazine

Ebony

2010-06-14

there is no available information at this time

Soul Mates

2008

hit man gideon traverses a steamy criminal underworld to confront the most challenging adversary of his career
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Dying for Revenge

2016-04-05

a pair of strangers has twelve hours to relish the night of their lives in a novel that has taken the anonymous one night stand relationship into the realm of art publishers weekly from
new york times bestselling author eric jerome dickey on a cold and rainy night during the christmas season a woman who has suffered great personal loss and a successful businessman
from orange county meet by chance at a gas station in los angeles county they have nothing in common but as they engage in conversation and move from con games to assault to
robberies within hours they end up sequestered in an upscale hotel room during intimacy they continue to confide in each other and try to come to grips with their problems and their
seasonal loneliness for one night their passion is boundless but with every tick of the clock their separate pasts close in they push the limits of time devotion and even the law as they
attempt to catch a glimpse of the future they need each other for a lifetime but will have only one night

One Night

2007-10

mary lynn blackwell lives in the swamps of union city alabama she is the youngest of five and the recipient of her daddy absents she sees her momma s blind love for her daddy deep down
mary is an idealist who smiles when she sees the colors in the rainbow carves for a new beginning but fears the unknown she meets her college bound boyfriend while working in the
neighborhood ice cream shop they make plans for a life together after mary finds out she is pregnant tyler vanishes the night she goes into labor when mary give birth to there little girl
she learns what responsibility means she thought life was going to be alright then the sudden death of her momma turns her life upside down the day of the funeral mary feels empty and
alone the sound of the screen door slamming shut jarred her out of her trance the house is noisy and packed with people i wished these people would leave she thought to herself her
chest starts to feel tight and she can t breath mary is having a panic attack she runs into the bathroom and sit on the toilet her hands are shaking you have to be strong she said to
herself then she gets angry and starts banging her fist against the sink why me lord why i m i having all this bad luck today i buried my momma who is going to take care of me she looks
at herself in the mirror and answers no one mary sets off to the big city with one hand carrying her bible and the other hand holding her daughter along her journey she travels down a
street called deception she stops at abuse then she makes a u turns on god she speeds down the back streets to murder and parks on insanity they continue to travel with mary until she
stops and read the detour sign

Seesaw

2019

ken is twenty one hurting people for cash to try to pay his way through college when he lays eyes on jimi lee the woman who will change the course of his entire life what s meant to be
a one night stand with the harvard bound beauty turns into an explosion of sexual chemistry that neither can quit and when jimi lee becomes pregnant their two very different worlds
collide in ways they never could have anticipated dust jacket flap
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Before We Were Wicked

2021-08-03

four lives three relationships one real love what relationship will remain and which one will crumble tiffany tate works hard for the life she has one that others would kill for the
only thing missing is a ring and a husband which she desperately wants that s why when her long distance boyfriend david asks for her hand in marriage she thinks god has finally answered
all her prayers she doesn t hesitate to give up all she has in st louis to begin her new life in texas with her fianc� tiffany soon discovers that david is not the same person she s come to
know over the past three years as his many secrets slowly surface she is forced to face the hard reality that he can never give her the life she truly desires on the outside terrence
montgomery has the picture perfect life with his wife patrica on the inside he s struggling is their love enough to see them through both david and patricia are trying to keep their
relationships intact by any means necessary when their partners cross paths everything changes turning everyone s worlds upside down

I Didn't Think You Existed

2003-11

new york times bestselling author eric jerome dickey presents a powerful novel about grifters and con artists brothers and sisters looking for love and making ends meet on the wrong
side of the law dante black did his stretch of hard time in juvenile jail now he s out and down facing a mountain of unpaid bills a car on its last legs and imminent eviction he doesn t
stand a chance with pam a sexy waitress actress on the hunt for a man with means enter scamz a slick brother from dante s past cruising l a in custom tailored suits and a benz cl600
he s got a job that ll put dante back on top especially with pam seduced by easy money she s finding dante suddenly irresistible but then the perfect sting goes horribly wrong and a
dangerous game is just beginning

Ebony

2005

with prose hot enough to scorch fingers eric jerome dickey has electrified readers with his new york times bestsellers in chasing destiny he edges into dangerously sexy territory billie is as
notorious for her beauty as she is for the hot yellow ducati motorcycle she rides down l a s meanest streets tough and talented she does things her way until an unplanned pregnancy
spins her life out of control her problem her lover keith s divorce decree has been revoked forcing him to choose between billie and his dangerously manipulative wife carmen along with
their troubled and deceptive daughter destiny a fifteen year old dancing on the edge of womanhood horrific things happen when keith s daughter disappears in the company of low friends in
dark places and in chasing destiny billie keith and carmen find their lives inextricably linked by a dangerous and seductive pursuit at any speed at any cost

The Publishers Weekly

2004-04-06

hip hop literature also known as urban fiction or street lit is a type of writing evocative of the harsh realities of life in the inner city beginning with seminal works by such writers as
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donald goines and iceberg slim and culminating in contemporary fiction autobiography and poetry hip hop literature is exerting the same kind of influence as hip hop music fashion and
culture through more than 180 alphabetically arranged entries this encyclopedia surveys the world of hip hop literature and places it in its social and cultural contexts entries cite
works for further reading and a bibliography concludes the volume coverage includes authors genres and works as well as on the musical artists fashion designers directors and other
figures who make up the context of hip hop literature entries cite works for further reading and the encyclopedia concludes with a selected general bibliography students in literature
classes will value this guide to an increasingly popular body of literature while students in social studies classes will welcome its illumination of american cultural diversity

Thieves' Paradise

2006-04-11

here is new york times bestselling author eric jerome dickey s debut novel a celebration of black sisterhood hailed by essence as one of the 50 most impactful black books of the last 50
years valerie inda and chiquita are three women looking for love in los angeles valerie became the perfect wife to please her husband walter whose football career has gone nowhere
along with their marriage then she meets daniel valerie s divorced sister inda has raymond who has a hot body smooth moves and another girlfriend on the side now inda s scheming to get
even after telling her last boyfriend to hit the road chiquita takes up with thaddeus inda and valerie s irresistible brother has chiquita finally found a good man sexy and in your face
sister sister depicts a modern world where woman may have to alter their dreams yet never stop embracing tomorrow brims with humor outrageousness and affection publishers weekly

Chasing Destiny

2008-12-30

named in usa today s 5 books not to miss and new york post s the best new books to read from new york times bestselling author eric jerome dickey named one of usa today s 100 black
novelists and fiction authors you should read comes his final work an unflinchingly timely novel about history hearts and family it s the summer of 2019 and professor pi suleman is a
black man from memphis with a lot to endure not only as a black man in trump s america but in his hard earned career as an adjunct professor pi is constantly forced to bite his tongue in
the face of one of his tenured colleague s prejudices and microaggressions at the same time he s being blackmailed by a powerful professor who threatens to claim he has assaulted her
when in fact the truth is just the opposite trapping him in a he said she said with a white woman that in this society pi knows he will never win when he meets gemma buckingham a
sophisticated entrepreneur who has just moved to memphis from london to escape a deep heartbreak things begin to look up though gemma and pi hail from separate cultures their
differences fuel a fiery and passionate connection that just may consume them both but pi s whirlwind romance is interrupted when his absentee father a celebrated writer passes away
and pi is called to los angeles to both collect his inheritance and learn about the man who never acknowledged him with the complicated legacy of his famous father to make sense of
gemma s visa expiration date looming and the threats of his colleague becoming increasingly intense pi must figure out who he is and what kind of man he will become in his father s shadow
in the son of mr suleman eric jerome dickey takes readers on a powerful journey exploring racism colorism life as a mixed race person sexual assault microaggressions truth and lies
cultural differences politics family legacies perceptions the impact of enslavement and jim crow code switching the power of death and the weight of love it is an extraordinary story
page turning and intense and a book only dickey could write

Encyclopedia of Hip Hop Literature

1997-12-01
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powerful hit man gideon struggles to outmaneuver a fellow assassin when his past misdeeds catch up with him an effort that forces him to realize that he can no longer trust anyone

Sister, Sister

2021-04-20

eric shumpert was raised in tupelo mississippi he has been writing poetry over 10 years through the urging of friends family and fans of his work he has decided to take his work to the
next level erics poetry is a reflection of his life experiences he writes poetry that encompasses things people experience through everyday life there is no subject off limits to him he dares
to push those limits and surpass them he shows that he is capable of writing from more than one perspective his poems have something for everyone to relate to no matter the gender race
or social status eric looks to breathe new life into the poetry genre with his first offering power passion and pain

The Son of Mr. Suleman

2007

new york times bestselling author eric jerome dickey one of the most successful black authors of the last quarter century explores the depths of desire in this sensual blockbuster born
in trinidad and living in atlanta after a relationship gone bad nia simone bijou is an ambitious writer who has it all except for the one thing that ll give her the control she craves and
the power she deserves absolute uninhibited sexual satisfaction now in the sweltering days and nights of summer the heat is on nia s fantasies will become a reality with man after man
after man she will shatter the limits of erotic love she will open herself up to experiences she never dared before and as her fantasies begin to spin out of control she ll discover the
unexpected price of the extreme the new york times

Waking with Enemies

2012-01-05

learn exactly why eric jerome dickey was renowned for his novels starring bold smart women oozing sexuality and vulnerability the atlantic in this new york times bestseller genevieve
is brilliant and beautiful her husband has a thriving career together they have a beautiful home in los angeles together they re crazy in love then one day a family tragedy brings
genevieve back to her alabama hometown back to a past she hoped her husband would never discover and back to secrets shared by her sister kenya mysterious teasing and dangerously
irresistible soon genevieve s husband will discover the truth about his wife and her family something he was never meant to know and a desire he was never meant to explore

Power, Passion and Pain

2008-04-01

in this sensational new york times bestseller eric jerome dickey explores how real people come together and fall apart in a story about a love that starts with a lie dana ann smith has
ditched new york and a relationship gone bad for los angeles looking for a new man a new career and some stability she thinks she s found it in vincent calvalry browne jr a handsome
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hardworking aerospace tech they ve offered just enough of themselves to make it the perfect romance and they ve withheld just enough to ruin it when their secrets come to light dana
and vince come face to face with the fact that the passionate game between lovers and liars has just begun

Pleasure

2006-04-04

from eric jerome dickey comes the new york times bestselling book that stirred up controversy with its bold portrayal of racial identity and subtle understanding of sexual intimacy
jordan greene is in culture shock when he arrives in manhattan from his tennessee hometown still he manages to keep the pace and stay in the race with a wall street job a queens
apartment and a very sexy girlfriend named j nette but when jordan meets kimberly chavers what starts as a shared cab ride turns into something more this girl is funny fiesty fine and
white and for a man with malcolm x s picture hanging on his office wall that s a definite problem this brightly entertaining and emotionally complex novel demonstrates why eric jerome
dickey was one of the most successful black authors of the last quarter century the new york times

Genevieve

2002-05-01

presents a reference on african american literature providing profiles of notable and little known writers and their works literary forms and genres critics and scholars themes and
terminology and more

Liar's Game

2000-05-01

designed to meet the needs of high school students undergraduates and general readers this encyclopedia is the most comprehensive reference available on african american literature from
its origins to the present other works include many brief entries or offer extended biographical sketches of a limited selection of writers this encyclopedia surpasses existing references by
offering full and current coverage of a vast range of authors and topics while most of the entries are on individual authors the encyclopedia gathers together information about the
genres and geographical and cultural environments in which these writers have worked and the social political and aesthetic movements in which they have participated thus the
encyclopedia gives special attention to the historical and cultural forces that have shaped african american writing publisher

Milk in My Coffee

2015-04-22

as an on the job answer book a statistical information resource a planning and research guide and a directory and calendar the bowker annual library and book trade almanac 2004
delivers the hard to find industry news and information you need this acclaimed must have resource provides the following expert reviews of the key trends events and developments that
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will influence your work in 2004 and the years to come clear explanations of new legislation and changes in funding programs and how this will affect libraries definitive statistics on
book prices numbers of books published library expenditures average salaries and other budget crunching assistance a full calendar of events key organizations names and numbers of
important individuals including e mail addresses and fax numbers and much more this fully updated reference tool makes it easy to stay on top of the developments that affect libraries
booksellers and publishers alike and to find fast answers to the countless on the job questions you encounter

Encyclopedia of African-American Literature

2005

reference librarianship documents a year in the life of a young librarian working in the trenches at a library in the midwestern united states this one of a kind book provides a daily diary
of every librarian patron transaction no matter how mundane or absurd to demonstrate not only how advances in technology have affected the reference librarian s job but how the
public s expectations have changed as well the book also includes observations by a now retired reference librarian on the current state of the field based on these unedited interactions

The Greenwood Encyclopedia of African American Literature: D-H

2004-05

angela evans now twenty four years old has made a point of staying away from romantic relationships preferring to bury herself in running her late husband s business empire that is
until she meets billionaire connor shea the news starts to fill with stories of a series of local murders as one of angela s family businesses also seems to suddenly be in jeopardy could
her developing relationship be just a coincidence before long it is learned that angela herself is on the murder s hit list when she goes missing the rush is on to find her before she becomes
another victim of the crazed killer

Notable Black Memphians

2005

bestselling author eric jerome dickey s creations have enough sultry self confidence to suggest at their best a prince song on paper the new york times now he puts a twist on the love
triangle in this sexy searing and wise novel nicole made a bold move by dumping her fiance at the altar from there she s built a successful career relocated north to oakland and fallen in
love all over again this time with a woman but nicole s still not entirely happy don t get her wrong she likes what she has it s just that she misses what she had the question is can she
have it all as she brings her ex back into her life and tests the boundaries between lovers you d better believe that the anger jealousy excitement and passion of this triangle are going to
run hot nicole is playing with fire not to mention the feelings of the two people who love her most in the world how these three fascinating people handle this unusual and complex
relationship makes for one of dickey s most provocative and unforgettable novels
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The Bowker Annual Library and Book Trade Almanac 2004

2006

from the untamed wilderness of ancient times to the concrete jungles of today these sixteen excursions into nightmares will keep you awake long past the midnight hour and praying for
daylight beyond the shadows they linger showing themselves only to those brave enough to perceive them willing to see beyond human existence and into the heart of darkness feel the
racing pulse in the primal desire of werewolves embrace the aura of two gifted women as they unleash power beyond imagining savor the aroma of otherworldly flora planted in a unique
patch of earth they walk the night prepared to face terrors humans were never meant to confront chant with an african mystic as he protects his people from an entity of unbridled
malice ride the dusty trails of the old west in pursuit of monstrous legends sail on a ship of damned souls as it languishes in the depths of forbidden waters linda addison l a banks
anthony beal michael boatman maurice broaddus chesya burke patricia e canterbury christopher chambers eric jerome dickey b gordon doyle tananarive due brian egeston rickey windell
george l r giles brandon massey lawana holland moore terence taylor

Jet

2015-09-15

life has its way of telling you when it is time to make a move some of us listen to the little voices in the back of our heads while others choose to ignore them join four courageous
women as they decide to take control over their lives not all roads will be easy but faith brought them to the city of brotherly love it s not long before old wounds start to itch
bringing unexpected turmoil brooklyn genevieve my lesha and lashawn refuse to buckle under pressure they are determined to live their life on their terms by any means necessary decisions
are easy but making the right choice can be hard which path will they take when the past collides with the future their lives become totally disrupte

Reference Librarianship

2003-05-06

ebony is the flagship magazine of johnson publishing founded in 1945 by john h johnson it still maintains the highest global circulation of any african american focused magazine

Truth and Vengeance

2012-10-02

from new york times bestselling author eric jerome dickey one of the most successful black authors of the last quarter century comes a novel about the how one chance meeting can
change everything in this thrilling sexy tale of star crossed lust they say the love of money is the root of all evil but for ken swift it s the love of a woman ken is twenty one hurting
people for cash to try to pay his way through college when he lays eyes on jimi lee the woman who will change the course of his entire life what s meant to be a one night stand with the
harvard bound beauty turns into an explosion of sexual chemistry that neither can quit and when jimi lee becomes pregnant their two very different worlds collide in ways they never
could have anticipated passion infidelity and raw emotion combine in eric jerome dickey s poignant erotic portrait of a relationship the rise the fall and the scars and desire that never
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fade the new york times

Between Lovers

2005

Voices From The Other Side

2021-09-24

Cassette Books

2007-04

Life Disrupted Change : Change By Any Means Necessary

2019-04-16

Ebony

Before We Were Wicked
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